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INTRODUCTION

The world economies in contemporary times are so connected with each other, it is very difficult to disintegrate any particular economy from rest of the world economies. The world economic village has brought many trade opportunities and also many threats as well. One of such threats is the financial crisis in one economy affecting rest of the economies in the same ways as it originally affects its own economy.

There is no restriction on making cross border investment except for specific state-particular policy. Investor in US can and is investing in China & India. At the same time, investors of China & India are making investment in US. This paper evaluates the possible impact of financial crisis in one country on the investors of other countries.
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DISCUSSION

We shall discuss the financial crisis’s impacts on the global investors in many scenarios including that of US Sub-prime crisis, Greece financial crisis and recent most China economic crisis.

US Sub-prime crisis:

By and large, it appears to be appallingly clear that widespread subprime advances, simple credit and other money related disasters that set off the home loan emergency and "Extraordinary Recession" weren't the best thoughts. As a country, we've absolutely needed to pay for our indiscretions and the eventual outcomes of the emergency will be with us well into what's to come. (From loan specialists to purchasers to speculative stock investments, it shows up everybody has blood staring them in the face.

The emergency impelled a torrential slide of home dispossessions that left expansive segments of once prosperous rural neighborhoods empty and in deterioration. Destitution has additionally risen drastically in suburbia, which, as indicated by the Brookings Institution in Washington, D.C, are presently home to about 33% of the country's poor. This wonder is most exceedingly bad in and around Midwestern urban communities, for example, Grand Rapids, Michigan, and Youngstown, Ohio, however it exists across the nation. Destitution rates are really rising more rapidly in suburbia than the urban communities.

The rush of dispossessions that went with the financial emergency was only the begin. Individuals have been losing their homes following the time when, and there's not a single end to be seen. The Federal Reserve gauges there will be a sum of 2.25 million dispossessions in 2010, with comparable numbers to follow in 2011 and 2012. Other than placing individuals in the position of needing to discover elsewhere to live, the Fed focuses out that dispossession can harm the possibilities of an agreeable retirement in light of the fact that a house is the fundamental resource for a large number of Americans.
The times of 5% unemployment are simply affectionate recollections. As of now, the jobless rate remains at 9.6% subsequent to transcending 10% in 2009. Where are we going from here? It relies on upon who you inquire. A few financial analysts think unemployment is in a continuous decay. Others, eminently those at Goldman Sachs, trust the rate will spike once more, topping at 10.75% amidst 2011. Regardless, it's presumably protected to accept that higher-than-normal unemployment will be our steady buddy for no less than a couple of more years.

Like low unemployment, speedy home advance endorsements and liberated access to credit are relics of past times. While pretty much anyone could get a Visa or be sanction for a home loan before the economy cratered, now even individuals who are all around qualified to obtain are experiencing considerable difficulties affirmed. By a few assessments, one and only out of 10 applications for a home advance are affirmed nowadays. As per the Fed, as of now just a large portion of little organizations that apply for credits get approbation.

Most likely about it, things have become harder by and large since the emergency hit, particularly for the white collar class. A noteworthy marker of that: around six in 10 Americans now say they generally or typically live paycheck to paycheck, contrasted and 49% in 2008 and 43% in 2007. In 2009, the quantity of Americans who petitioned for chapter 11 was 1.4 million, 32% more than in 2008. Discovering a vocation takes longer these days, as well - by and large, 35.2 weeks - and 40% of Americans who have an occupation work in lower-paying administration occupations.

**Greece financial crisis**

Taking after the worldwide budgetary emergency in 2008, long haul financial mishap struck a few nations around the globe, including a few European Union individuals. Notwithstanding various bailouts and strategy changes, the Greek economy and eurozone are as yet managing the emergency's impact. Greece has drifted close monetary breakdown in the course of recent years, and its subsidence isn't an overnight marvel however the consequence of years of money related botch. While bailout endeavors proceed with, the impacts of the Greek money related emergency can be inconvenient to the U.S.

Taking after Greece's 2001 passage in the European Union, a progression of confused choices drove the nation to its present monetary turmoil. As a part condition of the EU, Greece embraced the euro as its cash and appreciated lower premium rates, which helped the nation obtain over the top measures of cash. In the mean time, open obligation expanded as Greece expanded wages and doled out liberal annuities as opposed to financing essential divisions. Mass expense avoidance likewise happened on individual and business levels, keeping government charge incomes from adjusting quickly cordial annuity stores. Accordingly, Greece's obligation obscured 113 percent of GDP in 2009 and at present is assessed around 175 percent.

Notwithstanding Greece's financial bungle, inconvenience just emerged when worldwide rating offices slice the nation's FICO assessment to garbage status. A FICO assessment downsize powers a nation to pay a considerable premium with a specific end goal to source speculation, and it diminishes speculator certainty. Since Greece was not able to accommodate or diminish its expanding open obligation, speculators dreaded the country would default on its obligation.
As occasions started to winding crazy, numerous macroeconomic markers dove also. The administration deficiency developed to - 15.7 percent, a long ways past the EU limit of 3 percent, and the obligation to GDP proportion swelled to 175 percent—vocation, family unit wages and flattening additionally came to disturbing levels. Though U.S. unemployment was around 7.5 percent in 2013, Greece saw a record high of 28 percent unemployment that same year. Family unit wage fell more than 30 percent, with venture and utilization opportunities nearing zero. Besides, the country keeps on confronting a genuine collapse danger because of falling wages and costs. Since political and financial approach change neglected to restore the Greek economy, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and European Central Bank (ECB) gave bailouts of $147 billion and $173 billion in 2010 and 2012, individually, to Greece.

The Greek monetary emergency is broadly considered as the most exceedingly terrible aftermath of the Great Recession. Regardless of various bailouts by the IMF and ECB, Greece keeps on encountering financial turmoil. The continuous issues have made some trust a Greek default or way out from the European Union is likely. Under both circumstances, there would likely be worldwide repercussions that would essentially affect U.S. monetary markets and fares. Keeping in mind the end goal to manage its proceeded with development, the U.S. must not overlook the circumstance in Greece.

**China economic crisis**

China's securities exchange has encountered a great deal of unpredictability in 2015, with an extremely perplexing slide beginning in June. The Shanghai Composite, China's fundamental securities exchange, started the year at around 3,350. It then energized significantly to achieve a high of 5,166 on June 12, an in number ascent of around 54% for the year. The list then started a quick and destructive move to the drawback, coming to 3,507 on July 8, 2015, a drop of 32% off the highs. The Chinese government ventured in with exceptional business sector mediation to settle the business amid the decay. This brought about the business sector to ricochet off the lows for a few weeks, however then the business sector was at the end of the day underweight coming into the last piece of July.

Specialists are indicating horribly extended edge giving to retail Chinese speculators as one of the fundamental explanations behind the auction. The Chinese government had been releasing limitations on edge exchanging in the course of recent years. This at first created the business sector to rally generously as unsophisticated speculators emptied cash into the business sector. On the other hand, when breaks showed up in the exterior of bigger organizations, things started to get ugly. Edge calls for common speculators prompted an endless loop of offering, bringing about the drop.

Financial specialists with presentation to the Chinese business sector are shaken by the decrease as well as the mediation of the Chinese government. The inquiry gets to be whether the Chinese securities exchange is broken or if this is just a transitory blip in the street. Further, to what degree are financial specialists reluctant to put resources into the share trading system after the administration's ponderous reaction to control the decreases?

A great part of the business unpredictability is ascribed to the development of edge giving. The Shanghai Composite rose to a multiyear high in right on time April. This was powered by expanded edge loaning to retail financial specialists. The Chinese government extremely limited the utilization of edge previously; however the administration started extricating regulations starting in 2010.
The measure of edge developed from 403 billion Yuan in June of 2014 to around 2.2 trillion Yuan in June of 2015. This development happened despite the fact that the Chinese securities exchange administrative power precluded four of the bigger agents from expanding more edge in January. Adding to the issue was the way that retail speculators concocted innovative systems to get around edge limitations, taking into account more noteworthy giving. This edge sum was twofold the span of edge on the NYSE, once balanced for the market's relative sizes. It is evaluated retail financial specialists make up around 90% of the business members for the Shanghai Composite.
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